
Similarities and differences in spending free 

time in Mazovia and Andalusia



Similarities Similarities between 

Mazovia and 

Andalusia



Free time on school days



WE STUDY

during the week we study for our 

upcoming tests, and we do our 

homework



WE WATCH TV
After doing our homework and studying

we usually watch some TV. Most of young people watch 

streaming services instead of regular TV. The most 

popular shows at the moment are The Last of us,The 

walking dead or Stranger things.



Free time during 
the weekend



 WE HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS 

In Poland and Spain  

when people have more 

free time they meet their 

friends and do fun 

activities such as going 

for a walk, going to the 

cinema or a mall.



WE SPEND TIME WITH OUR CLOSE FAMILY

We spend time with our brothers 

and sisters or mom and dad. We 

usually go for a walk or we cook 

something together



Differences diffrences between Mazovia 

and Andalusia



Free time on school days



 WE PLAY SPORTS 
In Mazovia kids and adults don't 

play  sports as much as 

Andalusians do.

In both regions football is the most  

popular sport but in Spain people like it 

way more.



WE ARE LISTENING

 TO MUSIC 
In Poland, the most popular 

genres of music are Rap, 

Trap,Pop and Disco Polo. In 

south of Spain people also 

listen to their own Rap, Trap 

and Pop artists but they 

have more interesting 

genres that you can't find in 

Poland



Free time during 
holidays



WE COOK

During our holidays in Poland we 

make delicious meals. For Christmas 

we make lots of dishes such as:

-dumplings with mushrooms and 

cabbagee

-Christmas Eve fried carp

-dried fruit compote.

 In Spain they also have their 

Christmas Eve dishes but they are 

much different to the Polish ones 

such as

-Tetilla Cheese

-grilled shrimps

-Picadillo soup



WE CULTIVATE

 TRADITIONS 

During Christmas people in 

Poland are singing , share a 

special  wafer, give each other  

presents or put hay under the 

table ware. In Spain people 

have their own traditions such 

as playing a Christmas lottery 

or making their own little 

stable.



Thank you for 
your attention!
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